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                   Book Review 

Dr. Amol Patwardhan 
 

  
        

 
 
Birds of Paradise 
Revealing the word’s most extraordinary birds 

Tim Laman & Edwin Scholes 

Published by the National Geographic Society 

ISBN 978-1-4262-0958-1 

Pages 227 

Price $ 50.00/GBP 30 

 

The Birds of Paradise which are found in New Guniea 

and surrounding islands are one of the most beautiful 

manifestations of color arrangement. Sir Alfred 

Russell Wallace in his 1869 book ‘The Malay 

Archipelago’ states that “When seen in this attitude, 

the bird of paradise really deserves it name, and must 

be ranked as one of the most beautiful and most 

wonderful of living things”. This quote is highlighted in 

the book in first few pages. When you go through the 

book this quote is substantiated by superb 

photographs taken by the first author. Incidentally on 

page 220 there is a photograph of Tim Laman with all 

of his optics and cameras spread on the bed. All the 

photographs are really stunning and display these 

birds in detail.  

Page 20-21 posses a complete set of photograph 

depicting all 39 species in one go. Probably this is the 

first depiction of all species together in two pages. 

Page 16 and 17 explain about the authors. Tim Laman 

as he says ‘is a scientist at heart’ pursued doctoral 

studies on strangler figs in Borneo and had a ‘love for 

photography’. Fusion of both these things has 

culminated in the fantastic photographs in the book. 

The second author Edwin Scholes is doctorate in birds 

of paradise. Therefore the data given in the book is 

one of the finest on these mighty birds. 

The duo spent extraordinary eight years in the field, 

eighteen expeditions, and monitored fifty one field 

sites. All these sites are given on the map of New 

Guinea and surroundings on page 18-19. All the 

photographs of the birds of paradise species are 

complemented with the date of the photo captured.  

Though these birds appear nowhere near to the crows 

owing to their colorfulness, they are member of 

Corvidae family of which crows, jays and shrikes as 

members. Three species of Manucode are less colorful 

of all the thirty nine species and appear more like a 

crow. The other species are colorful and possess so 

variation in the beak and feathers that they do not 

look closer to the crow. All the species and their 

relation with other families are nicely given. A Rock 

Pigeon is given on the same page to as a relative size 

comparison to the birds of paradise. As the sea 

explorers from Europe started eastwards in search of 

Spice Island they encountered these beautiful birds 

initially on the island of Ternate, Tidore and 

Halmahera.  
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The dead specimens of birds of paradise first arrived 

in Europe in September 1522 through the returning 

voyage of Ferdinand Magellan. His crew member 

Antonio Pigafetta chronicled that the birds were 

gifted by a King of Bacan in 1521. Later on in 1523, 

Pigafetta presented birds to Pope Clement VII. Before 

these birds vanished into unknown they were 

sketched by two roman artists Giulio Clovio and Giulio 

Romano. It was a publication in 1550, Vogelbuch by 

Swiss national Conrad Gesner which influenced 

successor authors to copy the birds of paradise from 

it. There were many specimens that arrived in Europe 

but it was not until mid eighteenth century the myth 

around these birds started becoming reality.  

The authors have really taken pains to study and 

showcase these birds of paradise. Surveying in the 

rainforest was definitely not a cake walk for them. All 

of their ordeals in camping, surveying, climbing up a 

tree upto 165 feet to setup a station are explained 

and depicted with supporting photos. Page no. 199 

reads ‘The Birds of Paradise Project by the Numbers’ 

showcases how meticulously the records were 

maintained. To mention a few; Ed Scholes spent 80 

hrs in a blind the to film a Riflebird display, total blinds 

built 109, man hours spent in blinds 2006, 

photographs taken 39,568 after deleting rejects !!! 

Pages 174-175 shows the differences between the 

structural colors and pigmented colors found in 

various species.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During these surveys many new discoveries were 

made. One of it was the courtship displays of Western 

and Carola Parotia. Males of these species display 

courting dance on the ground. They prepare a ‘stage’ 

by clearing all grasses and leaves off the ground which 

enhances the dance. The birds of paradise have 

become an integral part of the lives of the native 

people. There is a ‘sing-sings’ festival where the tribals 

gather and perform sing and dance. The people adorn 

their bodies with the feathers of birds of paradise. In 

1955 Sir David Attenborough attended this festival 

and estimated that tens of thousands of birds might 

have been killed for the purpose. Today the festival 

still happens however the numbers of killings have 

reduced                                                                                           

The species atlas from page 220 to 219 gives details of 

all the 39 species showing their altitudinal 

distribution, calls, geographical distribution etc.  
Probably you would have noticed that I did not use 

the word ‘magnificent’ during the write up. It was to 

keep the honor for the name of The Magnificent Bird 

of Paradise and Magnificent Riflebird.  

All the eight years of efforts put are really paid off 

through this book. This book really is a collector’s item 

owing to its beautiful pictures, detail data of the thirty 

nine species of birds of paradise. The book size a little 

bit not handy however it would have been an injustice 

if the size of the book would be smaller, the photos of 

this caliber and diversity should have been displayed 

in a book of this size 
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Wild Vet 
 Dr.Deepa Katyal 

Paraplegic Marmoset 

On 1st of June of 2015, a Female Marmoset aged 1 and 

half years of age was presented with anorexia, and 

disability to move.  

Common Marmoset (Callithrix jacchus)  are small new  

world monkeys that is native to eastern Brazil and have 

intensively  used in biomedical research because of 

their genetics as well as  physiological and anatomical 

similarity to humans.Due to its size and cuteness, they 

are often kept as pets . 

On physical examination the monkey showed stiffness 

of limbs as well as neck, pain reflexes were prominentA 

neurological involvement was suspected, therefore 

treatment plan included pain medication which was 

started on day one, due to the extreme shy nature of 

the animal it was though best to try oral medication 

rather than injections which could create stress. Stools 

and urine were given for exam.  

 

 

 

Day 2- The monkey called Momo showed instant signs 

of hunger and was started on a diet of fruits. Since they 

are in captivity extremely selective in food habits, it 

easily got bored with regular fruit diet like bananas 

apples or grapes, which are easily loved and accepted 

by the other monkey species. So food options like 

tender coconut water flesh,nachni malt as well as baby 

food started becoming her favorite diet options. A cold 

laser program was added to her treatment, lasting for 

10 minutes twice a day covering her spine and hips as 

well as thighs. 
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Day 3- Her progress became more obvious when she 

started holding her food and eating using her hands. 
Acupuncture was introduced in the pain management 

program which gave an instant leap in her improvement 

whereby holding the tree bark and hanging upside 

down using all her limbs was noticed. Feeding was 

constant with variety during this time. 

Day 4- As her stress levels reduced a blood work that 

included calcium, phosphorus as well routine was 

performed , which revealed normal results. 

 

Day 5- Physiotherapy exercises such as spine brushing, 

swimming and leg exercise including clockwise cycling 

was added, which would not only boost her muscle 

preventing stiffness but help joint movement. 

The progress with the pain management program 

continues, as Momo is able to hold her own food. Move 

her body, tail and legs with better ease. Since 

neurological disease are time bound and reveal results 

over period of time the case is still under watch and 

continuous program 
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                                          NGO WATCH 

Name RAWW, (Resqink Association for Wildlife Welfare) 

Founder Pawan Sharma (Founder &President)  
Pratik Bhanushali (Co-Founder & Committee member) 

Contact Office : A3/004 Aasara CHS LTD, Govardhan Nagar, Mulund 
West, Mumbai 400080, Maharashtra, India. 
Helpline Numbers : - 7666680202, 9869780202 
Email :- raww.mumbai@gmail.com, pawan.resqink@gmail.com 
Website :- www.raww.in 

Date of formation Found: Jul 2009 / Registered as trust and society in Jan 2013.  

Jurisdiction Area Wildlife Rescue services: Mulund to Ghatkopar (Central suburbs) 
Mumbai & Thane city.  
Assistance across Mumbai, Thane and state  

Main interest area 
pertaining to nature 
and environment 

1. Wildlife protection and habitat conservation.  
2. Animal Rights  
3. Human wildlife conflict management and spreading/ 
sharing of information/awareness.  
4. Legal and ethical rescue and release of distressed 
wildkinds into their natural habitat.  

Vision and Mission 
Statement 

Rescue | Conserve | Coexist 

Remarkable 
Achievements 

1. One of the youngest wildlife conservation NGO with the 
member and volunteer base of likeminded individuals 
between the age group of 18 - 28 years.  

2. Recognized by the forest department to conduct rescue 
and rehab activities in jurisdiction of operation.  

3. Conducted thousands of successful wildlife rescues.  
4. Participated in hundreds of complex wildlife distress 

management and rescue tasks with government 
organizations since 2011.  

Member Base  A Team of 7 Committee, 4 Managers, 10 Core  and 20 Rescue 
Team Members along with more than 50 members and 
volunteers who keep contributing to the cause periodically.  

Difficulties in running 
the NGO 

Human Resource and Fund Raising  
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Photo Feature 
                                                                Dr.Sudhir Gaikwad 

 
 

 

Wildlife is all about thrill and uncertainty....you 
never know what's in store the next 
moment.....you have to be alert at all time and 
take quick decisions.....   It was our last safari 
of the tour in the summer of 2014 in 
Tadoba....1st June to be precise.....with no big 
cat sighting in the session we were nearing the 
end of our safari timings....almost at 10.35 
am we decided to head back to our hotel 
rooms as it was very hot and the chances of 
anymore sightings were very poor... A few 
meters away from the gate...our guide decided 
to take a u turn saying 25 minutes more sir, 
let’s take a round on the main road to which we 
all readily agreed.. 

 

What a good decision taken by our guide that's 
what we said in the next few moments.... just 5 
minutes after the about turn....we could hardly 
believe our eyes. A sub adult leopard crossing 
the main tar road from our right side and 
heading towards a waterhole on the left side of 
the road...we had heard that leopards can only 
be sighted in the early mornings or after 
sunset, as they are active in the dark......this 
was a prized sighting...but wait... more was to 
follow...the real drama followed later..... 

 

 As the thirsty leopard headed towards the 
waterhole....he was suddenly encountered by a 
group of Indian Dhole... who had had their 
share of water and were resting nearby...they 
charged upon the Leopard...the thirsty cat must 
have had the scare of his life...in a swift move 
and in just a few leaps he climbed the nearest 
tree..the bunch of Dhole rushing after 
him.....we had never imagined this thrill..  
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The leopard on rushing up than adjusted itself 
on the tree and was waiting for the death call 
the go away.....whether he was still thirsty or 
had forgotten the thirst we do not know.... after 
some time seeing no signs of the enemy, the 
leopard decides to move down the tree....was 
he aware that the Dhole are the most brutal 
killers and the most intelligent too...they were 
actually into hiding.... The moment the leopard 
climbed down...he was again charged upon by 
the killing machines....this time the leopard had 
to take the biggest single leap.....the leap of his 
life..the moment of life and death... 

               

 

 

he barely managed to escape this time....but 
was so scared and breathless that he climbed 
the tree much higher than the earlier 
One.....THE DRAMA CONTINUED...but we 
had to follow the rules of the government and 
forest department and had to leave the theater 
before the climax...  

 

 Later learned from our guide that the Leopard 
made a safe escape and lived on to see 
another day.....may be luck always favours 
the brave...... 
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                                    Vacation in north Kerala 
                                                Bicheesh Balan

 
 
I was born in the verdant and heavenly environs of a 

place that’s blessed by the enchanting natural beauty, 

so much so that, it’s famous as ‘God’s own country’. Yes 

indeed..., I am talking about Kerala, and more 

specifically, the northern part of this beautiful state that 

I call my native place. It was there, that I spent my 

childhood amidst the lush green vegetation with huge 

trees towering across the landscape, vying with each 

other to reach out to heavens above. 

 

 It was there, that I played with butterflies and 

dragonflies in the bushes that displayed their colorful 

flowers and the lush green fields that swayed 

rhythmically to the gentle breeze, all in uniformity. It 

was there, wherein, time and again I would get lost in 

my own world, wandering aimlessly along the river that 

seemed to flow in to eternity. And it was there, that I 

dreamt about mysterious magical worlds in the 

darkness of night, when those brilliantly lit fireflies 

would flash around, breaking the monotony of the 

darkness, and the twinkling stars of the night sky would 

set my imagination adrift to unknown destinations. 

Those were the unforgettable days spent playing 

blissfully in the laps of ‘Mother Nature’, far away from 

today’s maddening crowds of the city life. 

 How I wish..., I had a ‘time machine’ that could  rewind  

to take me back, once again to those magical days, 

when  the melodious songs of birds would wake me up 

to witness the  golden rays of the early morning sun 

penetrating through my little eyes to provide me a 

glimpse of the never ending wonders of nature. I think 

it’s, but, natural for me to have an immense affinity and 

an emotional attachment for that place, a place that 

keeps pulling me like a magnet towards itself, each time 

I distance myself away from  it. Though destiny took me 

far away to an altogether different destination by over a 

thousand kilometers, my native place keeps beckoning 

me towards itself every time. Those unforgettable early 

days of my life are still very fresh in my mind. And I 

gleefully take up every opportunity that comes my way, 

to go back and spend some eventful time, in that 

‘Beautiful Heaven’. Vacations truly hold a very 

important place in my life as, generally, that’s when I 

get the opportunity to go out there. I have vivid 

memories of the beautiful times spent in Kerala each 

time I go there during vacations. It was on my very first 

vacation there, that I learnt cycling, and on yet another 

one that I learnt to swim and to play chess. It was also 

on a vacation there, that I took up to photography and 

in no time ‘Nature Photography’ became a passion. 

These days I relish the fruits borne by those trees that I 

had planted years ago, when planting trees was my 

favorite past time activity. 
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I have always loved to explore nature, for which my 

native place is an ideal destination. Right from my 

childhood, I have observed the activities of numerous 

creatures, and of late have photographed many of 

them. I have had the opportunity to photograph many 

rare and endemic species.  Last year I managed to take 

some good photographs of the so called ‘Flying Lizard’ 

i.e. Draco dussumieri and another interesting 

experience was that of photographing the mating of 

Mongooses. Of late, I have also started participating in 

forest surveys which have provide me the opportunity 

to explore the awesome variety of life in jungles like the 

Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, The Periyar Tiger Reserve 

and the Malabar Wildlife sanctuary. 

 

  This summer vacation was no different and I came 

back with some memorable experiences. To begin with, 

I was dead tired after a very hectic time at work in 

Mumbai, with the rising temperature providing no 

respite and was very much in need of a break to let my 

tired body and mind relax and revitalize itself. So all I 

did for the first few days was to just sit back and relax 

with the gentle breeze from the river amidst the 

greenery all around weaving a touch of magic to 

awaken my spirits and revitalize my body. The fact that 

my camera which was getting old with each passing 

year had stopped working altogether also meant that all 

I did was to just relax. I had ordered for a new DSLR  

 

 

camera which arrived only after I had left home. So I 

had to wait for my family who were to join me in due 

course of time to get my hands on the camera. Once my 

family arrived, the pace of activities accelerated and Life 

became hectic once again. On one hand visiting 

different places to meet relatives and so on meant that I 

was again having a very hectic time and on the other 

hand I was getting more and more eager to try out my 

new camera. I began photographing subjects around my 

residence. I slowly managed to squeeze out some time 

from the busy schedule to try some nature 

photography. 

 

 In the company of Girish Mohan, a butterfly enthusiast 

and VC Balakrishnan, an environmentalist, well known 

for his vast amount of knowledge on plants and 

butterflies, I took the opportunity to visit Madayipara, a 

beautiful lateritic plateau that attracts scores of people 

towards the end of monsoon when the whole plateau 

gets transformed to a bed of flowers of numerous 

varieties, thereby attracting not just people but also a 

variety of animals and birds. Of course in the hot 

scorching heat of the month of May, unlike most places 

sheltered by vegetation, this place highly exposed to 

the sun, appeared barren at several regions, but 

nevertheless harbored a variety of life forms.  
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Immediately after reaching there and waiting for my 

companions, the very first sighting I had was of a Yellow 

wattled Lapwing, soon to be followed by the Red 

wattled lapwing, Black Drongo, Yellow billed Babblers, 

Indian Roller and so on. There were also dragonflies like 

the Crimson Marsh Hawk, the Wandering Gliders etc. 

On moving further, I came across Brahminy Kites 

roosting on the ground. It turned out to be a nice place 

to try photographing birds in flight mainly the Kites. 

Soon my companions arrived and we went around the 

place photographing the variety of life there, with VC 

giving detailed information on the flora. It was very hot 

out there and we munched on wild grapes and mangoes 

to quench our thirst. Then as we were leaving the place, 

we had our fill of buttermilk at a roadside vendor before 

a brief visit to a nearby sacred grove, followed by a 

water body that was swarming with odonates. Then we 

decided to call it a day. It was indeed a nice experience 

to come across a variety of life forms, some of which 

were unique to that kind of environment. My next 

opportunity to do some serious photography came at 

the beautiful Aralam Wildlife Sanctuary, when I 

participated in the Odonate survey organized by the 

Malabar Natural History Society and the Kerala Wildlife 

and Forest Department.  

 

It was my first visit to the beautiful Aralam Wildlife 

Sanctuary, which being the northern most Sanctuary in 

Kerala, also happens to be one of the smallest with an 

area of just about 55 sq.km and yet is a treat to the 

senses with its breathtaking beauty.  

 

Being a new place for me, all along my journey, I was 

just wondering what could be in store for me. Towards 

the last stretch of my journey it started pouring heavily 

and amidst the heavy rains within a short time, i was 

standing there with the Aralam Wildlife Sanctuary right 

in front of me. I was mesmerized by the beauty of the 

place. There stood a river in front separating me from 

the Jungle ahead with a narrow ‘hanging bridge’ 

overhead welcoming me to the sanctuary.  

The adventure had indeed begun. Crossing the bridge 

was an experience that words cannot quite describe. 

With heavy rains pouring down relentlessly and the 

bridge swaying to the strong breeze, the wooden planks 

below my feet wobbling dangerously at times and the 

wide gaps in between the planks ensured that it was 

indeed an adventure getting in to the sanctuary. 

Crossing the bridge, I found my way through, to the 

dormitory, where we were all to meet. There were a 

few participants already sitting there at the verandah of 

the dormitory. I saw a leech having its fill of a blood 

meal on the leg of a participant and on alerting her, to 

my surprise, I found that she was actually letting it 

happen intentionally as she was very keen to observe 

and experience a leech bite.  

Yes, indeed away from the maddening crowds of the 

city too, one does comes across people whose craze is 

actually quite interesting. I was here to observe 

biodiversity, but though very less in number as 

individuals, the people with their varied interests, habits 

and mindset were no less diverse.  There was Dr. Jafer 

Palot whose knowledge of biodiversity was admirable 

and then there was C.G. Kiran, the author of a book on 

Odonates, whose skill in locating Odonates amazed 

every one. Then, there was Mr. Balachandran, a retired 

bank employee and one of the senior most members 

whose enthusiasm was infectious. And a whole lot of 

interesting people were out there who had come from 

all nooks and corners of the state and beyond, bounded 

by a common interest,that of the passion for nature and 

its conservation. 
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On the evening of the first day we had the formal 

inauguration followed by the briefing about the survey 

methodology, soon to be followed by technical session 

on Odonates by C.G.Kiran. We had a wonderful time at 

night having interesting conversations with nature 

enthusiasts some of whom were quite well known 

names. Then I dozed off to sleep. On waking up early 

next morning, I learnt that many of the participants had 

a “Frog watch” program late in to night as the rains 

meant that the frogs were  buzzing with activity and 

they returned with a good catch in the form of enviable 

photographs of a good number of frog species, all in 

action. Early in the morning, I did manage to 

photograph a Raorchestes akroparallagi. 

 Then started our all important survey and we had a 

nice time recording different species of Odonates, quite 

a few of which turned out to be endemics. In addition 

there were other interesting sightings. 

Micrixalus sp, the so called ‘dancing frogs’, turned out 

to be quite common near streams. On the way to the 

huge Meenmutty waterfalls, we came across a never 

before seen creature, which as later on explained by Dr. 

Jafer Palot, was a member of the minor phylum - 

Gordiomorpha. The steep downhill descent along the 

waterfall was an unforgettable experience. Having a 

simple lunch along the waterfalls amidst the beauty of 

nature all around was an experience that words can 

never adequately describe. On the way back we came 

across the endemic Travancore Tortoise. The next 

morning, the survey took us to a different part of the 

sanctuary in to the Myristica swamps with a good 

number of odonates, as well as other organisms 

including a Vinesnake. Overall it was a truly wonderful 

experience. A few days later as it started raining, and 

frog calls could be heard all around after sunset, I 

picked up a torch and decided to try locating the frogs 

by tracing their calls. No sooner had I stepped out, 

some disturbance on a nearby tree attracted my 

attention. I wondered what it could be! Could it be a 

squirrel??? But a squirrel at this point of time!!! ... or 

could it be a nocturnal bird??? I quickly moved in that 

direction and realized that it was actually a much larger 

creature...What could it be!!! As I flashed the torch on 

the tree, I was treated to a very rare sight! It turned out 

to be ‘The Palm Civet’- a nocturnal mammal.  Once 

upon a time, on an early morning between 4 and 5 am I 

had a fleeting glimpse of an animal in the darkness 

which I had suspected to be a Palm Civet. I had also 

come across droppings on the terrace which I had 

suspected belonged to this animal. And now, the clear 

sighting of the animal, confirmed that it was indeed a 

Palm Civet. If only I had the camera then...I could have 

captured a good picture of this rarely seen creature 

(rarely seen on account of its nocturnal habit). It did not 

make much sense to go back home to fetch the camera 

and try photographing this swift creature. But what’s 

the harm in giving it a try. So I went back home and 

came out with the camera 
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The creature was nowhere in sight. But after some time 

I managed to locate it on a distant tree for some time 

before it vanished in to the darkness on a Fishtail Palm. I 

failed to photograph it. I went ahead to try 

photographing the frogs and managed to photograph a 

few frogs that were calling. Those frogs were later 

identified to be Pseudophilautus kani (Thanks to David 

Raju for ID confirmation) 

.The shortage of time meant that I could not visit many 

places that I wanted to. But nevertheless, I had a 

fantastic time there with the above experiences 

interspersed with visit to the awesome rocky seashore 

at Parapally or the regular walks along the riverside with 

the occasional boat rides etc meant that i had an 

enjoyable time. Back home in Mumbai, I am eagerly 

awaiting my next visit to my very beautiful and 

enchanting birthplace – North Kerala.     
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A new species 
S. KALESH & C.G. KIRAN  

 
 

 
A new species of damselfly, 
 Protosticta ponmudiensis  
(Odonata: Zygoptera: Platystictidae) 
 From Ponmudi Hills in the 
 Western Ghats of India 
By S. KALESH & C.G. KIRAN 

 
A new species of damselfly, Protosticta 

ponmudiensis is described from Ponmudi Hills 

of Western Ghats.   

There are 41 species of Protosticta in the world 

of which 10 represents India and 7 from 

Western Ghats. Protosticta ponmudiensis sp. 

Nov., a small slender damselflies is confined to 

shaded hill-streams in wet forests near 

Ponmudi Tea Estates. 

This species is easily distinguished from other 

Protosticta species by its large size, bright 

green eyes and broad patch on abdominal 

Segment 7.  
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Further, the characteristic shape and longer  

Anal appendages distinguish it from all known 

species of genus Protosticta Selys, 1885. 

 

 
 

The type specimens were found perched on 

vegetation overhanging near slow-flowing hill-

streams and brooks in the type locality. 

Collaborating with Dr.Krushnamegh Kunte, the 

specimens collected and deposited in the 

collection facility at Biodiversity Lab, National 

Centre for Biological Sciences, Tata Institute of 

Fundamental Research, Bengaluru, India. In 

addition the distributional and taxonomic 

comparison of new species with that of other 

species in the genus Protosticta found from 

India, such as Superior anal appendages, 

Morphometric measurements, distribution and 

IUCN status are also discussed.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


